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The next generation TallyGenicom 6600
family of line matrix printers

The next generation TallyGenicom 6600 line matrix printers transform
product innovations into the Power of Plus. Seamless integration into
your current workflow will enable you to reap the benefits from the
improved reliability, productivity and environmental advantages.

The 6600 family is available in a choice of printing speeds, including 500, 1000, 1500 and 2000 lines per minute. All models
in the 6600 family are ENERGY STAR® qualified and are fully compatible, direct replacements for earlier TallyGenicom printers.
The total cost of ownership has been dramatically improved through a 30% reduction in consumable cost per page.
Together, these innovations present a compelling reason to upgrade your printing solution to the TallyGenicom 6600 family.
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Join the Atilano Family and EPA in
the Fight Against Global Warming.
Lourdes and her family are choosing ENERGY STAR® qualified products for
their home including appliances, lighting, and cooling equipment as simple
ways to save energy, save money, and help protect the environment by
reducing harmful greenhouse gas emissions.

LONGER LASTING INK = Fewer ribbon
changes yield more productivity and
contribute to a lower cost of ownership.

IMPROVED PRINT QUALITY =
Easier to read forms, especially in
poorly lit environments. A higher
impact force improves printing on
multi-page forms.

LEADING EDGE RIBBON TECHNOLOGY =
Less IT interventions and less down
time, delivered by a patented feature
that is only available with genuine
TallyGenicom consumables.

ENERGY STAR QUALIFIED = A newly
designed power conservation system
provides savings on energy costs and
reduces wear and tear on the printer.

EMBEDDED MICROCHIP = Gives you
precise, integrated control over ribbon
life, print quality and most importantly,
operating costs. Boost productivity by
preventing interruptions of long print runs.

$1,135 | 4,170 kWh | 6,400 lbs. CO2
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ANNUAL SAVINGS:

FASTER = Higher productivity. Better
workflow. Less waiting for forms and
documents to print.

We can all do our part in helping to protect the environment by choosing
products, homes, and buildings in our community that have earned the
government’s ENERGY STAR. Learn more at energystar.gov.

NEW COMPACT CARTRIDGE DESIGN =
A more efficient use of materials
contributes to less shipping, packaging
and storage costs.
ENVIRONMENTAL ADVANTAGE =
Line matrix consumables are inherently
greener than serial or laser printer
consumables, with a significantly better
environmental coefficient achieved by
using less cartridges and less shipping
materials.

6600 Series INNOVATIONS:
THE NEW MICRO PLATEN ADJUSTER = Improved print reliability and handling
for a wider variety of forms, such as multi-part, heavy, recycled and light stock.

REDESIGNED TRACTOR GATE SYSTEM = Faster paper loading with less waste.
The new tractor gate system reduces the number of gates from four to two.
This is especially helpful on difficult to print forms.

add up to substantial gains in productivity
and environmental responsibility
The TallyGenicom 6600 family is built to last for years and years,
a key ecological benefit over shorter life cycle products such as
laser and serial printers. Engineered with features that promote
less energy consumption and generate less waste, the 6600

ALL NEW SHUTTLE DESIGN = With even more reliability and higher performance
than earlier models, the shuttle has been entirely re-engineered. This new
design (top of photo) requires less service and improves print quality compared
to the previous shuttle (shown below new shuttle).

family of line matrix printers is environmentally responsible and
provides the right printing solution for a greener world.

“ We needed to do a series of hard resets via the
Web Panel and we found that it was generally seamless in the ability to maintain online printing capability.”
Jeff Lucas
Yellow Transportation and Roadway

POWER STACKER = Toughest forms can be
printed and neatly stacked without interruption.
An essential option for full box printing.

Reliable Connectivity,
Seamless Installation
and Robust Remote
Printer Management

CONTROL YOUR ENTIRE GLOBAL PRINTING NETWORK FROM ANYWHERE =
Higher efficiency. Boost your company’s productivity with the power of
PrintNet Suite™ remote printer management solutions. The PrintNet Suite
is a valuable time-saving tool for your mission critical printing network.
PLUG AND PRINT = No down time. Intellifilter™ gives you the widest possible
range of emulations, configurability and tools at your disposal. Installation
requires no host changes, allows for easy data stream substitutions, and is
done without reprogramming. Do you have custom print job files already set
up? No problem, Intellifilter works with the files you have already created.
WEB PANEL™ = Never out of touch. Designed for single printer management,
Web Panel continues the TallyGenicom tradition of offering you quick remote
printer management through any web browser and requires no special
installation or configuration.

PRINTNET ENTERPRISE™ = Total control. Your worldwide print operation
is at your fingertips with PrintNet Enterprise. By combining a fully integrated
Ethernet adapter and Java-based software, remote printer management
extends your reach from anywhere you have a computer and connectivity.
• Configure and monitor printers
• Be alerted to printer issues from emails, pager or mobile phone alerts
• Complete compatibility with any TallyGenicom product when
		 equipped with the optional Ethernet card

EXTENDED FORMS SUPPORT =
The 6600Q Cabinet can be equipped
with extended doors to accommodate
larger forms. A single extended door
will support a form up to 14" and two
doors will allow up to 17".

FRONT PAPER ACCESS = Load forms and
retrieve printed output from the front of
the 6600Q cabinet. This option allows you
to better utilize office space by placing the
printer against a wall.

LOW REAR TRAY = This output tray
is ideal for larger print runs. The
adjustable back bar keeps the
paper aligned and neat.
FRONT TRAY = This tray raises the
paper off the floor and allows for
easy mobility of paper and printer.

HIGH REAR TRAY = This tray works
well for printers that are placed
against a wall and output is limited
to short runs. It also enables easy
access from the front of the printer.

ACOUSTIC SHROUD = Reduce noise on the
6600 open pedestal with this easy to install
option. By reducing the sound emanating
from the paper exit, the noise level can be
reduced by 4dBA.

“ The speed at which we produce
3000 invoices a day is the most
critical element to us. I don’t
expect I’ll have any couriers lined
up anytime soon, waiting on the
new printer.”
Kathy MacKinnon
Procurity Inc.

“ For me, it has been very easy to
transition over to the new printer,
especially with the ease of getting
the paper out and the simplicity of
the tractors. It definitely was a Plug
and Print situation – out of the box
and up and running in 10 minutes.”
Micky Barber
Rawson Inc.
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